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Longitudinal and Transverse Cross Sections in the1Hssse, e000K1dddL Reaction
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The 1Hse, e0K1dL reaction was studied as a function of the squared four-momentum transfer,Q2, and
the virtual photon polarization,́. For each of fourQ2 settings, 0.52, 0.75, 1.00, and 2.00sGeVycd2,
the longitudinal and transverse virtual photon cross sections were extracted in measurements at three
virtual photon polarizations. TheQ2 dependence of thesLysT ratio differs significantly from current
theoretical predictions. This, combined with the precision of the measurement, implies a need for
revision of existing calculations. [S0031-9007(98)06954-3]

PACS numbers: 25.30.Rw, 13.40.Gp, 14.40.Aq
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Flavor degrees of freedom provide qualitatively ne
tests of our understanding of baryon and meson structu
The electromagnetic production of kaons is importa
for further progress in many fields and subfields o
physics such as hypernuclear production and spectrosc
sssproviding information complementary to that from
hadronic reactions such assK , pd, sp , Kd, and sp, p0Kd
[1,2]ddd, and some aspects of QCD model buildingsssthe
sg, Kd and the se, e0Kd reactions are important for an
improved understanding of the basic coupling constan
needed in various nucleon-meson and quark models [ddd
0031-9007y98y81(9)y1805(4)$15.00
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to name only a few. The use of virtual photons (electr
production) as opposed to real photons (photoproductio
offers access to a much richer body of information b
cause both the virtual photon mass and polarization c
be varied independently [4].

This Letter is a report on the first results of a stud
of associated kaon electroproduction on hydrogen u
ing the medium-energy, high-intensity, electron beam
the Jefferson Laboratory (formerly CEBAF). The exce
lent beam qualities of the CEBAF accelerator combine
with precision magnetic spectrometers allowed a detail
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1805
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investigation of the reaction with high systematic an
statistical precision, whereas the only prior measurem
[5] provided virtually no constraints for the availabl
theories.

Experiment E93-018 was among the first experimen
performed in experimental HALL C at Jefferson Lab utiliz
ing the 100% duty factor electron beam. The beam ene
was varied between 2.445 and 4.045 GeV with a be
current between10 and 30 mA. The beam current was
measured (to 1% accuracy) with two resonant cavities a
a parametric current transformer. Tungsten collimato
(2 in. thick) with large octagonal appertures were used
define the solid angle of each spectrometer. The target w
a4.36 6 0.01 cm liquid-hydrogen cell with a proton abun
dancy of 99.8%. The background from the beam intera
tion with the aluminum walls of the target was measur
separately using a replica of the (empty) target cell. T
scattered electrons were detected in the High Moment
Spectrometer (HMS, momentum acceptance610%, solid
angle,6.7 msr) in coincidence with the kaons detecte
in the Short Orbit Spectrometer (SOS, momentum acc
tance620%, solid angle,7.5 msr). The detector stack in
each spectrometer had four segmented-plastic-scintilla
arrays used for trigger formation, time-of-flight (TOF), an
energy loss information. Two six-plane multiwire plana
drift chambers were used to perform track reconstructi
in each spectrometer. Gas thresholdČerenkov counters
and segmented lead-glass shower counter arrays prov
the signals needed for electron identification.

For the specific purpose of kaon identification, th
hadron arm was outfitted with a silica aerogel (n  1.034)
detector forK1yp1 discrimination and an array of Lucite
total internal reflectioňCerenkov counters (n  1.49), for
K1yp discrimination.

Recorded for each run were all electron-hadron co
cidence events and prescaled electron and hadron si
events. Typical momentum resolution achieved with th
system was0.15%ssd, while the target angle resolution
for each spectrometer was approximately 2–3 mr in bo
the horizontal and vertical directions. The time resol
tion of the hodoscope scintillators varied between 110 a
130 ps, allowing for a resolution in particle velocity,b,
of Db  0.018. The aerogel and Lucite detectors yielde
over 14 photoelectrons (on average) for pions and proto
respectively, resulting inp1yK1 andpyK1 separation of
better than 100y1 each. When combined with the time-of
flight information,p1yK1 andpyK1 separations of bet-
ter than 1 part in 800 were achieved. This was more th
adequate for good kaon identification in all of the kine
matic settings.

To verify the accuracy for the spectrometer acceptan
reconstruction efficiency, dead time corrections as well
the radiative correction procedure,1Hse, e0d elastic data
(measured in both HMS and SOS) were compared w
Monte Carlo simulations which included the spectromete
detector acceptance model and best available paramet
tions for the proton magnetic (electric) form factorGMp
1806
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(GEp) [6]. The absolute normalization of the hydroge
cross section agreed with the simulation within 1.5%.

At each kinematic setting, data were partitioned in
several runs; the run-to-run variation of various quantiti
(i.e., dead time, efficiency, etc.) was used as a consiste
check. The variations found contribute insignificantly t
the systematic uncertainty quoted below.

Figure 1 shows a typical electron-kaon coincidence tim
ing spectrum. The true (real) coincidence peak is defin
well, as are the random (accidental) coincidence peaks c
responding to the 499 MHz microstructure of Jefferso
Lab’s electron beam. The real-to-random ratio is typ
cally 10 to 1 or better for all kinematic settings. Informa
tion from the true coincident kaons was used to calcula
the missing mass spectrum. Two peaks, identified clea
in Fig. 2, correspond to the masses ofL (1115) andS0

(1192), respectively. Because of kinematical restrictio
in this experiment, the production of higher mass hypero
is forbidden. Subtraction of random coincidence even
and target wall contributions yields a clean missing ma
spectrum with virtually no events below theL threshold.
For the purpose of this work, all events with a missing ma
value between 1.1 and 1.175 GeV were accepted as v
e 1 p ! e0 1 K1 1 L coincidence events and used i
subsequent calculations.

In the one-photon exchange approximation, the cro
section for the scattering of an electron from a hydrog
target, where none of the initial or final spins are detecte
can be reduced, in parallel kinematics [7] (appropriate f
our experimental setup), to

d5s

dEe0dVe0dVK1

 G

√
ds

dVK1

!CM

 GssT 1 ´sLd ,

(1)

whereG is the virtual photon flux,sT is the unpolarized
(transverse) cross section,sL is the longitudinal cross
section,Ve0 is the scattered electron solid angle,VK1 is
the kaon solid angle,Ee0 is the scattered electron energy
and´ is the virtual photon polarization.

The quantitiessT and sL, which can be separated by
varying ´ with measurements at different beam energie
completely describe the parallel kinematics cross sect
behavior. Generally they are functions of the kinema
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FIG. 1. Typical coincidence time spectrum for electron-kao
coincidences atQ2  0.52 sGeVycd2.
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is
variablesQ2, the squared four-momentum of the virtua
photon, the total energy of the photon-proton systemW ,
and t  sq 2 Kd2, the squared four-momentum transfe
between the photon and the kaon. Hereq andK denote the
four-momenta of the virtual photon and kaon, respective

For each kinematic setting, the sample of coincide
e 1 p ! e0 1 K1 1 L events was used to compute th
laboratory cross section. Then from Eq. (1), the cente
of-mass (CM) cross sectionsdsydVK1 dCM was computed
(Fig. 3). The uncertainties in these kaon electroproducti
cross sections are at the same level or smaller than th
in the existing world data set [8–10]. In order to facilitat
comparison of data at different values ofW andt, all data
were scaled toW  2.15 GeV as outlined in Refs. [9,10].
For the cases where more than one´ setting was measured,
only the highest value of the cross section is quoted f
comparison with older data sets.

The systematic uncertainty assigned to these abso
cross sections is,5% and is dominated by the uncertain
ties in acceptance (,3%) and kaon survival probability
(3%); however, the point-to-point random uncertaintie
which are the ones relevant for the L-T separation, a
smaller because some of the larger overall systematic c
tributions (such as survival probability, kaon absorptio
etc.) are correlated strongly between various´ settings.
The point-to-point random uncertainties are at the (2.1
3.0)% level. The statistical uncertainty varied betwee
0.8% and 2.0% (depending on kinematical setting). Usi
these values the uncertainty in thesLysT ratio (subse-
quently referred to as “R”) is 17% to 45%. These un-
certainties are substantially smaller than errors of the on
previousR determination [5].

In Fig. 4, the unseparated cross section at eachQ2 is
shown as a function of́ together with the best least-
squares fit forsT andsL. Table I presents the summary
of the extracted transverse and longitudinal cross sectio
the ratioR, as well as their associated uncertainties.

In Fig. 5, the calculated values ofR from this experi-
ment are compared with the only other existing data [5
the two sets of measurements agree reasonably well,
though in order to properly show the uncertainties of th
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FIG. 2. Missing mass spectrum for the1Hse, e0K1d reaction
after subtracting random coincidences and target wall contrib
tions. Because no radiative corrections were performed he
radiative tails are seen projecting towards higher missing ma
values.
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previous measurement, the scale inR had to be extended
to unphysical negative values.

Two theoretical predictions forsLysT , by Williams,
Ji, and Cotanch [4] (WJC), and the Saclay-Lyon mod
described in [11] are included in Fig. 5. Both calcula
tions use phenomenological fits of previous world da
sets to extract coupling constants and relevant form fa
tors. The estimated uncertainty in these quantities is ind
cated by the height of the shaded areas. Both theoreti
models predict that the ratioR increases with momentum
transfer whereas our data indicate a flat behavior over th
range ofQ2 for the given kinematic settings. This dis-
crepancy may be partially explained by a difference b
tween the true kaon electromagnetic form factor and i
parametrization, as used in the models. In this kinema
range forL production, the data support the existence o
a large longitudinal component to the kaon electroprodu
tion cross section which is expected to be dominated
kaon exchange. In general, the L-T current separation
sensitive to the prescription for establishing current co
servation in electroproduction models, especially the com
bination of the non-gauge-invariant terms involving th
electric proton and kaon form factors. The precision of th
present data indicate that existing prescriptions for the pr
duction of even the simplest hadronic system with strang
ness are inadequate. This shows a need for revision of
existing kaon electroproduction models and will constra
future models.

The first results from measurements of elementary ka
electroproduction cross sections performed during expe
ment E93-018 are reported. The center-of-mass cross s
tions reported here for the reactione 1 p ! e0 1 K1 1 L

FIG. 3. Summary of the world center-of-mass cross sectio
data for thee 1 p ! e0 1 K1 1 L reaction. All data are
scaled to the sameW  2.15 GeV as explained in Ref. [10].
An eye-guiding, simple dipole fit to our unseparated data
also provided.
1807
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FIG. 4. UnseparatedsT 1 ´sL cross section as a function
of the virtual photon polarizatioń for different values of
squared four-momentum transfer,Q2. The error bars represent
the point-to-point uncertainties (2.1–3.0)% added in quadratu
to the statistical uncertainties (0.8–2.0)%. Additionally there
a scale uncertainty of,5%. The lines represent the best least
squares fit forsT andsL. The units used are GeV for energy
and (GeVyc) for momenta.

are in good agreement with the existing world data se
The present data demonstrate the ability to separate
longitudinal and transverse cross sections with a precisi
significantly greater (,3 times) than the only prior mea-
surement. The data exhibit a strong contribution from th
longitudinal part of the cross section, but this contribu
tion is much less than model predictions for theQ2  2.0
sGeVycd2 point. Current calculations predict thatR in-
creases withQ2 whereas our data support a flat behavio
in this kinematic range. The precision of the separate
cross sections should serve to constrain and refine theor
cal models of associated strangeness production.

TABLE I. Separated transverse and longitudinal cross
sections (and their uncertainties) for the1Hse, e0K1dL process
as measured in experiment E93-018. The quoted uncertai
is the sum in quadrature of all known sources of uncertaintie
point-to-point, scale, and statistical.

Q2 sT sL

sGeVycd2 fnbysrg fnbysrg R

0.52 309.66 39.0 254.66 50.2 0.826 0.18
0.75 199.96 21.2 192.06 29.0 0.966 0.16
1.00 193.46 38.3 125.96 51.2 0.656 0.29
2.00 76.26 9.6 42.46 18.0 0.566 0.24
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FIG. 5. The ratioR ; sLysT as extracted from these data
and Ref. [5]. This is the world’s complete set of data for
the 1Hse, e0K1dL reaction. The calculations are as outlined
in Refs. [4,11]. At Q2  2.0 sGeVycd2, the WJC prediction
for R is ,3.5 (off scale).
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